
 

What a lovely Summer we have had……. 

Lots of fun in the sun and lots of great activities for all our 

residents to engage in. 

We encourage all staff to participate in activities whether 

it be a volunteer on a trip out or come and get involved 

with the singing and dancing or just spend five minutes for 

a chat or a hand to hold. This is when we see the other 

side of everyone and is nearly always a positive 

experience. Here’s to the new months taking us into 

Autumn.  

                          



 

   Here are some of our lovely staff with our resident’s 

 

    

                    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                                           

WE tried to make the most of the lovely weather we had over the 

past couple of months but some days it was just too hot to go out 

!!!!!! 

WE brought the beach in as we can’t get everyone in the minibus 

HAHAHA !!

                                                                           



 

 

 

                                   



Everyone loves a good  Cream Tea and on the 21st of July that’s just what we 

had. 

Residents friends and families joined them for a beautiful delight of cakes 

and sandwiches made by out fantastic Kitchen Team.. A big Well Done to 

them as it was a great success ! (even a few doggy bags went home !!) 

 

 

   

 



      

What a lovely loving picture of husband and wife!!! 

 

                

 

    A thoroughly good afternoon had by all !!!! 



                      

 

The impact of music on someone living with Dementia can be of 

a significant effect whether it brings back memories of a time 

and place or people but can be a form of self -expression ,can 

also encourage movement, help mobility, be relaxing or 

uplifting and can even change the atmosphere of a room as 

soon as music starts playing.  

We would like to thank all our entertainers past and present 

for the great times you have given our residents and I am sure 

you do not realise what you are doing for our residents. 

 

 

    

 



           

                             ------------------------ 

 

                            Trips out 
We had a few trips out in the minibus over the 

summer, on the Hoe and Jennycliff for ice creams, 

over to Saltash to our favourite café [Ashtorre 

Rock] ,out to Dartmoor and the local park as just 

an example of some of the places we visited. 

Shopping trips and meals out are an essential part 

of our residents continuing to live their lives with 

dignity and having the choice to take part in  these 

activities. 

Here at Hartley Park we strive to keep our 

residents in Contact with the community and do 

the things they love to do such as Tea dances at 

the Guildhall or a visit to the local church , all 

activities that with still give them independence 

and stimulation but within a safe boundary. 



            

   

           

 



 HARTLEY PARK SUMMER FAIR AND DOG SHOW 

 

 

The rain was falling, the ground was wet, but oh no we 

still went ahead with our annual Summer Fair indoors and 

a fantastic one it was !! £1086.09 was raised for the 

Residents Social Fund. 

             

Lots of visitors and Dogs for the show with some 

admirable winners   

                                                                 

 

Thank you !!! 

 

 

 

 



 

Residents, Staff and Friends took park in this years Memory Walk. We had 

a fantastic time raising funds for such a great charity and a bit of exercise 

too. 

Here are a few of pictures from the day. There where too many good ones 

to choose from !! 

     
 

              

 

                                                                             



 

Here are those who have celebrated a birthday during July ,August and September 

Heather Snell 

Thelma Burrell 

Norah Wootton 

Margaret Jackson 

And one very special 90th Birthday for Graham Rees   

 

 



 

Once again some of our Residents who are 

veteran’s completed another 6 week course with 

Active Plus where they socialised with other 

veterans and took part in group activities using 

skills they might have used when they were 

serving.  

Unfortunately, funding from the central 

organisation has now stopped and we are not sure 

if they will get anymore.  

The Naval association is still providing IT sessions 

so hopefully we can still join this. 

        

Well done to Harry Williamson, Peter Shackle, Ron 

Nation and Graham Rees 

 



There will be more events coming up please 

watch out for posters and posts on our 

Facebook page. 

 

 

 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - -    

There will be a church 

service once a month 

From our Friends at 

Emmanuel Church. 

 

 

 

 

Event Where? Date Time 

 Donkey  
visir 

Hartley 
park 

11/10/18 11am 

Sing a long 
with Rosie 
 
 

Hartley 
park 

18/10/18 2.30pm 

Church 
Service from 
Emmanuel 
Church 

Hartley 
park 

24/10/18 2.30pm 

Picasso’s 
Birthday  
Painting for 
arts n crafts 

Hartley 
park 

25/10/18 All day 

Tranquil 
Moments 
(Poetry,facts 
,music) 

Hartley 
park 

30/103/18 11.15am 

Tea Dance 
with a twist  

Plymouth 
Guildhall 

03/11/18 1-4pm 
 

Bonfire night 
Party 

Hartley 
park 

05/11/18  2.30pm 

Amser 
Music and 
Excercise 

Hartley 
park 

14/11/18 11am 

  Neil Teby  
Musical 
entertainer 

Hartley 
park 

20/11/18 2.00pm 

    

 

 



From Tonia……… 

     

    

Some of you may already know but It’s with a sad face I would like 

to say a very big emotional goodbye to everyone. It has been a 

wonderful experience working here at Hartley Park and I have learnt 

a lot both professionally and personally, but its time to concentrate 

on my own family and spend some quality time with them. 

I would like to thank everyone personally but I know it is 

impossible.  To Tom, Mrs B and the Unit Managers for the advice 

and help in my role and also to all my colleagues for just being a 

great bunch to work with (keep up the great job) and last but not 

least all you wonderful family and Friends of my residents a massive 

Thank you for everything , you have given me so much support with 

fundraising  etc and some great memories !!!!!   

                                



 

A very Big welcome to a new member to the Team: 

Sarah !!! 

 

 

Having lived in Plymouth all my life I feel lucky to live so close to the 

moors, sea and surrounding countryside. I have 3 grown up children 

and a beautiful dog called Quin who I enjoy taking on long walks. I 

am a qualified florist and recently attended Plymouth College of Art 

which I thoroughly enjoyed. With a creative flair I spend my time off 

drawing and painting or gardening and reading. I have experience of 

working with the elderly and providing activities for them to enjoy. I 

look forward to meeting you all in time and please stop me to say 

hello. 

 

 


